MARANELLO KART RACING TEAM

FABIAN FEDERER ON THE PODIUM at the WSK SUPER
MASTER SERIES in LONATO
Great show of strength for the drivers of the Maranello company who
took second place with Fabian Federer and placed three drivers in the
top ten positions of KZ2.

The second round of the WSK Super Master Series held at the South Garda Karting circuit
in Lonato saw the participation of Maranello Kart with its Factory Teams SRP and SGRace
which respectively lined up Federer Fabian, Trefilov David, in KZ2 and Hoffmann Leon in
OKJ, and Rosati Fabrizio, Rossini Nicola, La Martina Alessio in KZ2.

Throughout the competition, the Maranello Kart drivers stood out for their competitiveness
and speed. Fabian Federer
(SRP)
protagonist
throughout the wee-kend
conquers the second step
of the podium. Throughout
the
race
it
shone
demonstrating
the
competitiveness of the
material and the steps
forward made by the
company thanks to the
work
done
by
its
technicians in the last few
months. The performance
of Trefilov David (SRP) was
also excellent. The young
driver who in the final stands out to be one of the fastest on the lap is penalized with 5
seconds for the spoiler after a race contact making him downgrade from P8 to P15 but
proves to have all the credentials to be one of the major players of this season. An excellent
Rosati Fabrizio (SGRace) who recovers six positions in the final and places P9 proves he
has what it takes to do very well. Unlucky race for Rossini Nicola (SGRace), penalized in
the Heats by an accident that does not give him the possibility to enter the final as well as
La Martina Alessio.
The performance of Hoffmann Leon (SRP) in the OKJ category was also very performing,
stopped by a bad accident on Sunday morning in the Elimination Heats that did not allow
him access to the pre-final.
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In the pictures: 1) SRP Maranello Factory Team 2)Fabian Federer with David Trefilov.

